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Batman The Dark Knight Returns
The iconic series continues as a new Robin debuts and a gang of violent mutants
stakes a claim on the streets of Gotham City. Unfortunately for them, The Dark Knight
is about to prove that these streets are his, and he has a battle tank of a Batmobile to
back him up!
Together with inker Klaus Janson and colorist Lynn Varley, writer/artist Frank Miller
completely reinvents the legend of Batman in his saga of a near-future Gotham City
gone to rot, ten years after the Dark Knight's retirement. This masterpiece of modern
comics storytelling, BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, brings to vivid life a
dark world and an even darker man. The Dark Knight returns in a blaze of fury, taking
on a whole new generation of criminals and matching their level of violence. He is soon
joined by a new Robin--a girl named Carrie Kelley, who proves to be just as invaluable
as her predecessors. But can Batman and Robin deal with the threat posed by their
deadliest enemies, after years of incarceration have made them into perfect
psychopaths? And more important, can anyone survive the coming fallout from an
undeclared war between the superpowers -- or the clash of what were once the world's
greatest heroes? Celebrate thirty years of one of the most influential stories ever told in
the comics medium with the undisputed classic BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT
RETURNS, now with a new cover and introduction.
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BATMAN NOIR: THE DARK KNIGHT STRIKES AGAIN continues writer and artist
Frank Miller’s dystopian Batman tale in gritty black-and-white inks as it has never been
seen before. It has been three years since the events of The Dark Knight Returns, and
everything is just fine. At least on the surface. What the world at large doesn’t know is
that it’s a total sham. A perfectly choreographed, pretty little world where everything
that’s ugly, or even potentially disturbing, is all nicely wrapped up with neat little
ribbons and swept under the carpet. Only he knows better. He’s watched it fester to
near-breaking point, and it’s time for the only free man left who can effect any real
change to bring it all down around their ears once and for all. The Dark Knight returns
once again with a vitality unseen since the first years of his war on crime. Together with
his army of Bat-soldiers, including Carrie Kelley—formerly Robin, and now the new
Catgirl—the Dark Knight wages a new war on a diseased world that’s become
completely lost. Collects Batman: The Dark Knight Strikes Again #1-3.
One of the most highly anticipated prequels of all-time is finally here in THE DARK
KNIGHT RETURNS: THE LAST CRUSADE! He changed the history of the comic book
industry in 1984 with the release of THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS and now Frank
Miller is back to tell the story before that story! Frank Miller re-teams with his
DAREDEVIL: THE MAN WITHOUT FEAR collaborator, John Romita Jr. to tell the story
set just before the start of the seminal graphic novel BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT
REUTURNS begins. Featuring appearances by the Joker, Poison Ivy, Selina Kyle and
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the last Robin, this prequel story reveals Who the Dark Knight before he became the
elder-statesmen super-hero from Miller legendary Dark Knight saga. Collects THE
DARK KNIGHT RETURNS: THE LAST CRUSADE #1 and exclusive bonus material.
Graphic fantasy adventure.
Frank Miller, along with co-writer Brian Azarrello and artist John Romita Jr., revisit the
gritty world of to the best-selling and genre-defining graphic novel, THE DARK KNIGHT
RETURNS, with this time telling prequel, THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS: THE LAST
CRUSADE, The tale of Batman’s last adventure before his retirement and eventual
return years later. As the Joker is manically returned to Arkham Asylum, Bruce Wayne
is struggling to train his sidekick and heir apparent, the new Robin, Jason Todd. While a
new string of bizarre killing sprees involving Gotham City’s elite take up Batman and
Robin’s attention, critics begin to question if the Dark Knight has a right to endanger
the life of a child. What does night after night of danger and brutality do to a child? And
what is the Joker planning? THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS: THE LAST CRUSADE
presents this prequel story to THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS plus a variant cover
gallery, pages from Frank Miller's original script and pencils by John Romita Jr.
This ground-breaking synthesis of comic-book icons and modern cinematic sensibilities
redefined an American myth and reshaped the face of modern graphic novels. And
now, a decade later, it's back... to inspire a new generation This edition contains 28
pages of never-before-seen sketches, art and text, with a new cover, designed by Chip
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Kidd. city he had once sworn to protect from spiralling relentlessly into chaos. Batman's
struggles with a new breed of criminal, the training of a new Robin, and his fateful final
encounters with Superman, Two-Face and The Joker, are all woven together
seamlessly to mark a warrior's mythic rite of passage.
Whatever happened to Batman's greatest ally and his most dangerous foe? Find out here as
The Man of Steel and the Joker both make explosive returns to the life of The Dark Knight. And
you won't believe the vicious final confrontation between the Clown Prince of Crime and the
Caped Crusader!
The Dark Knight gets the Absolute treatment he deserves! Frank Miller's The Dark Knight
Returns is hailed as one of comics masteripiece--and its equally provocative sequel The Dark
Knight Strikes Again--are tales you don't want to miss! With stunning art and brilliant
commentary, you won't want to miss this collection of Dark Knight stories! Collecting Batman:
The Dark Knight Strikes Again issues #1-4, Absolute Dark Knight #1, Batman: The Dark Knight
Returns #1-4
In 1986, THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS changed comics forever. In 2001, THE DARK
KNIGHT STRIKES AGAIN went back to the future of Batman and shocked the industry to its
core. Now, living legend Frank Miller joins forces with superstar writer Brian Azzarello (100
BULLETS) and an alliance of comicsÕ greatest artists to unleash the highly anticipated epic
third chapter in the DARK KNIGHT saga: THE MASTER RACE. ItÕs been three years since
the Batman defeated Lex Luthor and saved the world from tyranny. Three years since anyone
has seen Gotham CityÕs guardian alive. Wonder Woman, Queen of the AmazonsÉHal Jordan,
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the Green LanternÉSuperman, the Man of SteelÉall of the Dark KnightÕs allies have retreated
from the front lines of the war against injustice. But now a new war is beginning. An army of
unimaginable power led by SupermanÕs own daughter is preparing to claim Earth as their new
world. The only force that can stop this master raceÑBatmanÑis dead. Long live the new
BatmanÉ Collecting the full nine-issue miniseries and its mini-comic tie-in issues, BATMAN:
THE DARK KNIGHT: MASTER RACE features incredible artwork from comics icon Andy
Kubert (FLASHPOINT), as well as Klaus Janson (THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS), John
Romita Jr. (ALL-STAR BATMAN), Eduardo Risso (100 BULLETS) and Frank Miller himself!
Christian Bale, Michael Caine, Gary Oldman and Morgan Freeman return in the thrilling and
hotly anticipated conclusion to Christopher Nolan's Dark Knight Trilogy. The blockbuster movie
will introduce new faces to the franchise as well, including Selina Kyle (Anne Hathaway), Bane
(Tom Hardy), John Blake (Joseph Gordon-Levitt), and Miranda Tate (Marion Cotillard). From
the team that brought you Inception, The Dark Knight Rises is guaranteed to be the
blockbuster hit of 2012. This enthralling official novelization will transport fans into a Gotham
City once again under threat. BATMAN and all related characters and elements are TM and ©
DC Comics. (s12)
In a dark dystopian future, Gotham City has descended into lawlessness in the ten years since
the Dark Knight retired. When his city cries out for help, Batman returns to save the city he had
dedicated his life to protecting. Joined by Carrie Kelly, a teenaged female Robin, Batman takes
to the streets to end the threat of the mutant gangs that have overrun the city. And after facing
off against his two greatest enemies, the Joker and Two-Face, for the final time, Batman finds
himself in mortal combat with his former ally, Superman, in a battle that only one of them will
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survive. Frank Miller's THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS and THE DARK KNIGHT STRIKES
AGAIN are considered two of the most influential superhero graphic novels of all time,
cementing Miller's status as one of his generation's greatest graphic storytellers. Collected
here are both parts of Miller's DARK KNIGHT saga, including THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS
#1-4, THE DARK KNIGHT STRIKES AGAIN #1-3, with additional character sketch and script
pages.
For use in schools and libraries only. Chronicles the events that led to Bruce Wayne's
becoming Batman and his first year fighting crime.
The anniversary celebration of Frank Miller's epic interpretation of the Dark Knight's future
continues with this new slipcase edition that reprints each issue of the original DARK KNIGHT
RETURNS miniseries in its own hardcover volume, all in a beautifully designed slipcase. It is
ten years after an aging Batman has retired, and Gotham City has sunk into decadence and
lawlessness. Now, as his city needs him most, the Dark Knight returns in a blaze of glory.
Joined by Carrie Kelly, a teenaged Robin, Batman takes to the streets to end the threat of the
mutant gangs that have overrun the city. And after facing off against The Joker and Two-Face
for the final time, Batman finds himself in mortal combat with his former ally, Superman, in a
battle that only one will survive. Collects BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS #1-4."
La collection DC DELUXE repropose en format prestigieux les plus belles productions de DC
Comics, qui ont fait les beaux jours de la maison d'édition. Chaque album accueille un récit
complet accompagné de croquis et de pages rarissimes. Depuis que ses parents ont été
assassinés sous ses yeux par un voleur qui voulait les dépouiller, Bruce Wayne se sert de son
immense fortune pour tendre à la perfection physique et mentale. Lorsqu'il endosse le costume
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de Batman, il devient le protecteur de Gotham City, et nul ne peut le détourner de sa mission :
ramener coûte que coûte l'ordre et la justice dans la ville. Gotham City, quelques années dans
le futur. Batman s'est retiré de la scène super-héroïque et Gotham a rapidement sombré dans
le chaos et la corruption. Un Bruce Wayne vieillissant résistera-t-il à l'appel du cœur qui le
pousse à reprendre du service sous le masque du Chevalier Noir ? Ce volume présente la minisérie complète Batman: The Dark Knight Returns, chef-d'œuvre incontesté de Frank Miller et
Klaus Janson, qui a révolutionné le monde de la bande dessinée à la fin des années 80. Le
tout est agrémenté d'une introduction de Miller en personne et de superbes pages dévoilant
des études graphiques réalisées pour la suite de la mini-série, Batman: The Dark Knight
Strikes Again.
After ten years away from the public eye, a wave of violence in Gotham City brings Batman
back as a vigilante.
Chronicles the quest of "the Fixer" as he battles a deadly menace threatening Empire City and
its inhabitants.
Before the Dark Knight returned... The Joker. Poison Ivy. Selina Kyle. And the last Robin.
The mind-bending conclusion to the Eisner Award-winning series by New York Times
bestselling writer JEFF LEMIRE and artist ANDREA SORRENTINO (the creative team behind
Green Arrow and Old Man Logan), with the talents of Eisner Award-winning colorist DAVE
STEWART (Hellboy)! As all the universes of Gideon Falls finally converge, can the combined
forces of this rag-tag band of adventurers be enough to stop the Laughing Man and his
limitless legions of evil?! Find out the answers to all your questions! This volume includes loads
of behind-the-scenes extras from this ground-breaking series. Collects issue #27, plus bonus
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material
A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! Hailed as a comics masterpiece, THE DARK KNIGHT
RETURNS is Frank Miller's (300 and SIN CITY) reinvention of the legend of Batman. It
remains an undisputed classic, one of the most influential stories ever told in comics, and is a
book cited by the filmmakers as an inspiration for the most recent Batman movies. It is ten
years after an aging Batman has retired and Gotham City has sunk deeper into decadence and
lawlessness. Now, as his city needs him most, the Dark Knight returns in a blaze of glory.
Joined by Carrie Kelly, a teenage female Robin, Batman takes to the streets to end the threat
of the mutant gangs that have overrun the city. And after facing off against his two greatest
enemies, the Joker and Two-Face, for the final time, Batman finds himself in mortal combat
with his former ally, Superman, in a battle that only one of them will survive. This collection is
hailed as a comics masterpiece and was responsible for the launch of the Christopher Nolan
Batman movies. This volume collects BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS #1-4.
This masterpiece of comics storytelling brings to life a dark world...and an even darker man.
Frank Miller completely reinvents the legend of Batman in his saga of a near-future Gotham
City gone to rot, ten years after the Dark Knight's retirement.

Celebrate 30 years of one of the most influential stories ever told in the comics
medium with the anniversary edition of the undisputed graphic novel masterpiece
and NEW YORK TIMES bestseller BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS.
Writer/artist Frank Miller completely reinvents the legend of Batman in this saga
of a near-future Gotham City gone to rot, 10 years after the Dark Knight's
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retirement. Forced to take action, the Dark Knight returns in a blaze of fury,
taking on a whole new generation of criminals and matching their level of
violence. He is soon joined by a new Robin--a girl named Carrie Kelley--who
proves to be just as invaluable as her predecessors. But can Batman and Robin
deal with the threat posed by their deadliest enemies after years of incarceration
have turned them into perfect psychopaths? And more important, can anyone
survive the coming fallout from an undeclared war between the superpowers--or
the clash of what were once the world's greatest heroes?
It is ten years after an aging Batman has retired and Gotham City has sunk into
decadence and lawlessness. Now as his city needs him most, the Dark Knight
returns in a blaze of glory. Joined by Carrie Kelly, a teenage female Robin,
Batman takes to the streets to end the threat of the mutant gangs that have
overrun the city. And after facing off against his two greatest enemies, the Joker
and Two-Face for the final time, Batman finds himself in mortal combat with his
former ally, Superman, in a battle that only one of them will survive. Frank Miller's
BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS in collected here in his and Klaus
Janson's gorgeous black and white pencils and inks.
In this final legendary issue, it's Batman vs. Superman with the fate of the Earth
at their feet. Nuclear Armageddon stands just within reach as the two biggest
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heroes on earth battle it out and the world watches on. Can The Dark Knight
possibly take down the Man of Steel?
One of the most highly anticipated sequels of all-time is finally here in DARK
KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE! In 1986, Frank Miller introduced his iconic
take on Batman and changed the face of comics forever. Now, three decades
after BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, Miller himself has returned with
a third chapter to his groundbreaking saga. DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER
RACE continues Frank Miller's landmark DARK KNIGHT SAGA that began with
1986's THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS and continued with its 2001-2002 sequel
THE DARK KNIGHT STRIKES AGAIN. Co-written by Brian Azzarello and drawn
by Andy Kubert and Klaus Janson, DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE
returns to a world gone awry left in the aftermath of the toppling of Lex Luthor
and the apparent death... of Batman himself? Then who will save Gotham City
and the rest of the planet against the mysterious Master Race? Also collected in
this graphic novel are the nine mini-comics that originally appeared in the
monthly periodical release of DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE, each of
which focuses on a different character from within the world of Miller's Dark
Knight. The minicomics are also written by Miller and Azzarello and will be drawn
by some of the greatest artists currently working in comics, including Miller
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himself, Eduardo Risso and John Romita, Jr.! Collected here are all nine
chapters of DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE as well as the nine minicomics.
"It is ten years after an aging Batman has retired and Gotham City has sunk into
decadence and lawlessness. Now as his city needs him most, the Dark Knight
returns in a blaze of glory. Joined by Carrie Kelly, a teenage female Robin,
Batman takes to the streets to end the threat of the mutant gangs that have
overrun the city. And after facing off against his two greatest enemies, the Joker
and Two-Face for the final time, Batman finds himself in mortal combat with his
former ally, Superman, in a battle that only one of them will survive. This
collection is hailed as a comics masterpiece and was responsible for the launch
of the Batman movies. Collects THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS in black and
white for the first time"-BatmanThe Dark Knight ReturnsGardners Books
Frank Miller returns to the Dark Knight Universe! It’s been three years since the
events of Dark Knight III: The Master Race. Lara has spent the time learning to
be more human, and Carrie Kelley has been growing into her new role as
Batwoman. But a terrifying evil has returned to Gotham City, and Lara and Carrie
must team up to stop this growing threat-and they have a secret weapon. Young
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Jonathan Kent, “the golden child,” has a power inside of him unlike anything the
world has ever seen, and it’s about to be unleashed... Dark Knight Returns: The
Golden Child is Frank Miller’s triumphant return to the world of the Dark Knight
and joining him is the superstar artist Rafael Grampá, the mastermind behind the
groundbreaking Mesmo Delivery. Following work in advertising and film, this
incredible collaboration marks Grampá’s first comics work in six years, bringing
his extraordinary detail and storytelling to the Dark Knight saga, resulting in a
Dark Knight story like nothing you’ve ever seen before.Frank Miller returns to the
Dark Knight Universe! It’s been three years since the events of Dark Knight III:
The Master Race. Lara has spent the time learning to be more human, and
Carrie Kelley has been growing into her new role as Batwoman. But a terrifying
evil has returned to Gotham City, and Lara and Carrie must team up to stop this
growing threat-and they have a secret weapon. Young Jonathan Kent, “the
golden child,” has a power inside of him unlike anything the world has ever seen,
and it’s about to be unleashed... Dark Knight Returns: The Golden Child is Frank
Miller’s triumphant return to the world of the Dark Knight and joining him is the
superstar artist Rafael Grampá, the mastermind behind the groundbreaking
Mesmo Delivery. Following work in advertising and film, this incredible
collaboration marks Grampá’s first comics work in six years, bringing his
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extraordinary detail and storytelling to the Dark Knight saga, resulting in a Dark
Knight story like nothing you’ve ever seen before.
The deluxe edition of Frank Miller’s return to the Dark Knight Universe! It’s been
three years since the events of Dark Knight III: The Master Race. Lara has spent
the time learning to be more human, and Carrie Kelley has been growing into her
new role as Batwoman. But a terrifying evil has returned to Gotham City, and
Lara and Carrie must team up to stop this growing threat-and they have a secret
weapon. Young Jonathan Kent, “the golden child,” has a power inside of him
unlike anything the world has ever seen, and it’s about to be unleashed… Dark
Knight Returns: The Golden Child is Frank Miller’s triumphant return to the world
of the Dark Knight and joining him is the superstar artist Rafael Grampá, the
mastermind behind the groundbreaking Mesmo Delivery. Following work in
advertising and film, this incredible collaboration marks Grampá’s first comics
work in six years, bringing his extraordinary detail and storytelling to the Dark
Knight saga, resulting in a Dark Knight story like nothing you’ve ever seen
before.
Hailed as a masterpiece. This is the story that changed comics forever. For
Bruce Wayne, Batman is now a fading memory. As Gotham City yearns for its
true protector, he will remember his old friend and re-introduce him to those who
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prey on his beloved city. It is ten years after an aging Batman has retired and
Gotham City has sunk deeper into decadence and lawlessness. Now, when his
city needs him most, the Dark Knight will return in a blaze of glory to save the
people of Gotham from the horror that created him. Joined by Carrie Kelly, a
teenage female Robin, Batman takes to the streets to end the threat of the
mutant gangs that have overrun the city. And after facing off against his two
greatest enemies for the final time, Batman finds himself in mortal combat with a
former ally now turned government errand boy and only one can survive. DC
Black Label, a new publishing imprint from DC Entertainment, gives premier
talent the opportunity to expand upon the canon of DC's iconic Super Hero comic
book characters with unique, standalone stories that are outside of the current
DC Universe continuity. Featuring an all-star lineup of creative teams that will
craft their own personal definitive DC stories in the tradition of compelling literary
works like Batman: The Killing Joke, All-Star Superman and Kingdom Come.
Collects Batman: The Dark Knight Returns #1-4
One of the greatest graphic novels of all-time, THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS,
isnow available in this beautifully packaged set complete with a replica
Batmanmask, done in the style of Frank Miller! Together with inker Klaus
Jansonand colorist Lynn Varley, writer/artist Frank Miller completely reinvents
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thelegend of Batman in his saga of a near-future Gotham City gone to rot, ten
yearsafter the Dark Knight's retirement. This masterpiece of modern
comicsstorytelling, BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, brings to vivid life
a dark worldand an even darker man. The Dark Knight retuns in a blaze of fury,
taking on awhole new generation of criminals and matching their level of
violence. He issoon joined by a new Robin--a girl named Carrie Kelley, who
proves to be just asinvaluable as her predecessors. But can Batman and Robin
deal with the threatposed by their deadliest enemies, after years of incarceration
have made theminto perfect psychopaths? And more important, can anyone
survive the comingfallout from an undeclared war between the superpowers -- or
the clash of whatwere once the world's greatest heroes? Celebrate thirty years of
one of the mostinfluential stories ever told in the comics medium with the
undisputed classicBATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS 30TH
ANNIVERSARY EDITION, now packaged with areplica mask done in the style of
the legendary FrankMiller. "Price IncludesVAT"
The deluxe edition of Frank Miller's return to the Dark Knight Universe! It's been
three years since the events of Dark Knight III: The Master Race. Lara has spent
the time learning to be more human, and Carrie Kelley has been growing into her
new role as Batwoman. But a terrifying evil has returned to Gotham City, and
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Lara and Carrie must team up to stop this growing threat--and they have a secret
weapon. Young Jonathan Kent, "the golden child," has a power inside of him
unlike anything the world has ever seen, and it's about to be unleashed... Dark
Knight Returns: The Golden Child is Frank Miller's triumphant return to the world
of the Dark Knight and joining him is the superstar artist Rafael Grampá, the
mastermind behind the groundbreaking Mesmo Delivery. Following work in
advertising and film, this incredible collaboration marks Grampá's first comics
work in six years, bringing his extraordinary detail and storytelling to the Dark
Knight saga, resulting in a Dark Knight story like nothing you've ever seen before.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! Batman is not a hero. He is just a man.
Fallible, vulnerable and angry. In a Gotham City where friend and foe are
indistinguishable, Bruce Wayne's path toward becoming the Dark Knight is
riddled with more obstacles than ever before. Focused on punishing his parents’
true killers, and the corrupt police that allowed the criminals to go free, Bruce
Wayne's thirst for vengeance fuels his mad crusade and no one, not even Alfred,
can stop him. In the tradition of the #1 NEW YORK TIMES best-selling
SUPERMAN: EARTH ONE, writer Geoff Johns and artist Gary Frank re-imagine
a new mythology for the Dark Knight, where the familiar is no longer the expected
in this long-awaited original graphic novel from DC Comics.
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For use in schools and libraries only. After ten years away from the public eye, a
wave of violence in Gotham City brings Batman back as a vigilante.
The terrifying opening of the Vault of Horror, presented as a deluxe-size trade
paperback for the first time! This ghastly grimoire collects issues #12-#17 of the
classic horror series, including unforgettable stories from the all-star artistic
lineup of Al Feldstein, Johnny Craig, Bill Gaines, Johnny Craig, Wally Wood,
Harvey Kurtzman, and more! Featuring a foreword by legendary horror writer
R.L. Stine.
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